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for your success in potash
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How can we help improve 
your potash production?

As populations surge, so does the demand for high-quality potash for food and biofuel 
production. So how will your business capitalize on this growth? Higher throughput? 
Better product quality? Whatever your strategies, we offer the world’s broadest range 
of dewatering, brine, and tailings treatment solutions to help you achieve them.

Meeting the demands of a growing industry
Having served major potash producers across the globe for over 

80 years, we understand that every processing step has its own 

unique challenges. For some, it’s about implementing innovative 

ways to save space, water and energy. For others, it’s a matter of 

achieving the lowest possible moisture content in the final product, 

whether through substitution, upgrades, or entirely new installa-

tions. 

Customized solutions with  
remarkable results
Whatever their specific needs, each of our customers faces con-

stant demands for more reliable, efficient, and profitable output. In 

Belarus, this meant overcoming the limitations of traditional solu-

tions with a fractional dewatering system that boosted capacity, 

lowered energy costs and achieved a 30% reduction in residual 

moisture. In a solar evaporation plant in South America, we helped 

to remove a tailings bottleneck with the continent’s highest ca-

pacity disc filters, thus ensuring 300,000 t/y of additional liquid 

capacity while reducing downtime by nearly one-third.

A partner with deeper resources
For every such challenge, ANDRITZ SEPARATION provides a 

complete range of mechanical separation and thermal drying sys-

tems to solve it – from centrifuges, thickeners, and specific filters 

to filter presses and fluidized bed dryers. And as a preferred sup-

plier, we are the go-to source for preferred separation technologies 

and consulting to potash contractors worldwide. It’s all part of 

the experience, financial strength, and technical resources of the  

ANDRITZ GROUP, a global organization with 250 production and 

service sites in 40 countries. So where is your next opportunity? 

And how can we help you make the most of it?

PRODUCTS

KNOWLEDGE
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Shifting raw material prices. Scarce resources.  
A fast-changing global market. As the world lead-
er in potash separation and drying, our aim is to 
surround every challenge you face with a more 
comprehensive solution. One that places your 
needs at the center of everything we do.

Broader solutions for any process step
Ever since installing our first potash centrifuge in 1928, our am-

bition has been to tailor the right solution and services for any re-

quirements – whatever the capacity, process conditions or type 

of end product. Over the years we’ve stayed true to this vision, 

and today process more tonnage than all other brands combined. 

This means that as soon as your raw materials are above ground, 

we’ve got you covered with a total production solution – every sin-

gle process step along the way. It’s all part of our effort to promise 

lower life cycle costs, higher availability and capacity, better end 

product quality, and longer equipment lifetime than any supplier 

on the market. 

 

Global technology leaders
Our decades of know-how have resulted in some of the indus-

try’s most innovative, efficient, and reliable solutions. Many high- 

capacity producers, for instance, turn to us for our uniquely effi-

cient conical screen bowl decanters or large-diameter disc filters. 

Others rely on our patented fluidized bed systems with prism jet 

gas distribution, maximized air temperatures, and easy mainte-

nance. Whether it’s an individual machine, a smaller module or 

a modular project, we’re applying this vast expertise to meet 

the needs of global players and smaller companies every day 

throughout the world.

The industry’s most reliable names
This experience is no surprise to those who know us as the brand 

behind some of the best-known suppliers in the industry – from 

Bird and KHD Humboldt Wedag AG to Krauss Maffei centrifug-

es and filters. In the past our fluidized beds were also sold under 

the trade name Escher Wyss fluidized bed systems, and many 

customers still remember and value this brand name. Together 

these all amount to nearly 600 installations, including more than  

425 centrifuges, 100 fluidized bed systems, and dozens of filters, 

plate dryers, and thickeners worldwide. This includes installed 

bases on five continents, in every major potash producing mar-

ket. All backed by 24,000 ANDRITZ GROUP employees and two 

potash service centers in Russia and North America, ready to re-

spond to your demands.

A heavy focus on R&D
Interested in developing your next big idea together? At  

ANDRITZ SEPARATION we’re constantly investing in R&D to 

improve your next potash separation or drying solution. With 

R&D labs located throughout the globe, we’re always on hand 

to investigate new products or adapt to your unique process 

needs. Recent examples include a series of eight large-diame-

ter disc filters installed in Belarus, Russia, and South America, 

as well as our innovative conical screen bowl decanters now 

in operation in North America. These are just a few examples 

of the industry-leading R&D we’ve been specializing in at the  

ANDRITZ GROUP for more than 150 years.

Solving the world’s
potash challenges
demands a more  
complete approach

4x
MORE TONNAGE 

PROCESSED THAN 
ANY OTHER  

BRAND

>600
REFERENCES

IN POTASH >425
CENTRIFUGES  
INSTALLED IN  

POTASH  
PRODUCTION

TECHNICAL SUPPORT
Extending lifetime of machines/
equipment with more experi-
ence in different materials.

SUSTAINABILITY
Full raw material utilization, 
waste elimination processes, 
and environmental controls for 
minimal impact.

UPGRADES AND  
PROCESS OPTIMIZATION
Improvements in performance  
and safety of existing equipment  
to extend productive life.

TEST FACILITIES 
From lab scale to pilot and  
industrial scale.

R&D
Process simulations, ROI cal-
culations, and joint product 
development for tailor-made 
customer solutions. 

CONSULTING
Customer-oriented equipment 
solutions and knowledge 
sharing with contractors.

SERVICE LEVEL  
AGREEMENTS 
Full-service contracts for 
operational safety, mainte-
nance, and wear of parts.

BROADEST PRODUCT 
PORTFOLIO
Full range of solid/liquid 
separation products and 
conveying systems.

MECHANICAL  
AUDITS/INSPECTIONS
Service to check mechan-
ical integrity, wear parts, 
alignment, vibration, etc. and 
recommend improvements.

LOCAL SUPPORT WORLDWIDE 
Strategically positioned warehouses 
with OEM replacement parts and 
engineered wear parts/consu- 
mables and field service.

Our 360º 
approach 
to potash 

separation
starts with

YOU
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Where we fit
into your production line 

As the separation experts in brine refining, we supply complete systems and multiple 
technologies for all above-ground process phases. Whether it’s dewatering, thick-
ening, compacting, or after-treatment, we can recommend the optimal solution to 
improve your productivity in any type of potash separation.

FLOTATION
PRODUCT DEWATERING

(MECHANICAL & THERMAL)

COOLING

GLAZING

Thickener

Screen scroll  
centrifuge 

Horizontal vacuum  
belt filter 

Screen bowl  
centrifuge

Pusher  
centrifuge

Vibrating basket  
centrifuge 

Flocculant systems

LEACHING & CRYSTALLISATION

ESTA PROCESS

or

or

Tumbling  
centrifuge

Vibrating basket 
centrifuge

 

High- temperature  
fluidized bed dryer DDC

Stationary fluidized  
bed dryer/cooler DDC

Vibrated fluidized  
bed dryer/cooler VDC

To many leading customers, we’re best known as the suppli-

ers of high-capacity, energy-efficient equipment. Our highly  

efficient pusher centrifuge, for instance, is capable of achiev-

ing 25% better throughput and less moisture than equivalent  

machines of the same size. Others know us for our unique fluid-

ized bed systems, which use patented prism jet gas distribution 

plates to ensure uniform product fluidization and conveying. To 

create maximal thermal energy with minimal air, they combine 

an easy-to-maintain full metal construction with hot air of up to  

650° C. Fewer new customers are aware of our fractional dewa-

tering expertise, which separates the slurry to achieve significant-

ly lower moisture content and energy costs. And these are just 

a few of the hundreds of ways we’re helping potash customers 

push the limits of productivity throughout the world.

Heat exchanger fluidized  
bed cooler HDC

Stationary fluidized  
bed dryer/cooler DDC

How can we optimize
your process?
Looking for new ways to boost capacity while 

reducing energy costs? Look no further than 

our innovative conical screen bowl decant-

er. Now installed on the North American mar-

ket, this unique solution enables 15% higher 

throughput with 20% less power consumption 

than traditional units. All to better meet our cus-

tomers’ fast-changing needs. What are yours?

ANDRITZ conical screen bowl decanter

FURTHER OPTIONS 
DRYING & COOLING

TAILINGS DEWATERING

THICKENINGFLOCCULATIONMINING CRUSHING & GRINDING SCRUBBING & DE-SLIMING

COMPACTING

CONDITIONING

Fluidized  
bed conditioner HDC

Horizontal vacuum  
belt filter 

Vacuum  
disc filter 

Pusher  
centrifuge

High-temperature  
fluidized bed dryer DDC

Tumbling  
centrifuge

Screen bowl  
centrifuge

Heavy-duty  
belt press

COMMON USED FLUIDIZED  
BED DRYER TYPES

Vacuum  
disc filter 

VDC Vibrated Dryer/Cooler   
(single mass)

VDC  Vibrated Dryer/Cooler  
(double mass)

DDC Direct Dryer/Cooler  
(stationary)

HDC  Heat Exchanger  
Dryer/Cooler (stationary)
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Tailored solutions
for every product deliquoring need

Our deliquoring solutions serve nearly half the world’s potash production. For some it’s 
all about achieving the highest availability and throughput. For others it all comes down 
to a longer lifetime for each individual part or the lowest possible residual moisture. 
Whatever the case, we not only offer more deliquoring choices – we back them up with 
a customized solution and service package for any need.

>85
YEARS OF INDUSTRY 

EXPERIENCE >570
INSTALLED BASE  

FOR POTASH  
DELIQUORING

Potash

50%
OF GLOBAL POTASH 

PRODUCTION SERVED 
BY ANDRITZ  
PRODUCTS

NEARLY

MECHANICAL PRODUCT DEWATERING

Conical screen  
bowl decanter
n  Ability to process feed 

rates at least 20% 
greater than standard 
configuration

n  Better torque response 
over a wide range of 
throughputs 

n  Tungsten carbide dog 
bone screens and wear 
saddles are resistant to 
process wear 

Screen bowl  
centrifuge
n  Compulsory solid 

conveying

n  Better handling of mas-
sive temporary or long 
term process upsets

n  Operation possible 
with a higher volume of 
insoluables

n   Lower and changing 
feeding conditions 
possible

Vibrating centrifuge
n  High throughput ca-

pacity for very coarse 
particles

n  Low capital costs

n  Very low sound level

n  Particle integrity and 
minimum particle 
breakage

Tumbling centrifuge
n  High throughput ca-

pacity for very coarse 
particles

n  Very low sound level

n   Particle integrity and 
minimum particle 
breakage

n  Easy maintenance

Horizontal vacuum 
belt filter
n   Good possible recovery

n  Highest wash rates 
possible

n  Low maintenance

n  Higher availability

n   Lower wear

n  Low machine costs

Vacuum disc filter 
n  Low machine cost

n  Highest possible specific 
filtration rate

n  Highest possible 
recovery

n  Higher availability

n  Small footprint area 
(space requirement)

n  Low maintenance

n  Lower wear

Pusher centrifuge
n  Lower moistures due to 

longer retention time

n  Higher throughput due 
to longer strokes

n  Special feeding (impel-
ler) device for gentle 
product acceleration 

n   Easy maintenance 
(cartridge concept)

n  Better wash efficiency

Screen scroll  
centrifuge
n  Lowest specific energy 

consumption

n   Compulsory solid 
conveying

n  Operation possible 
with a higher volume of 
insolubles

n  Lower capital costs

MECHANICAL PRODUCT DELIQUORING THERMAL PRODUCT DEWATERING

Unmatched expertise in deliquoring
For more than 85 years, we’ve helped our customers lead the 

way with innovative approaches to all types of potash products, 

brines, and applications. With more than 570 installations for 

product deliquoring alone, we’ve proven ourselves capable of 

managing everything from complete system design and custom-

ization to intake and exhaust air installation, intermediate prod-

uct handling, electrotechnical installation, and control systems.

Tailored static thickening solutions 
Among our more innovative solutions is a specially equipped 

static thickener that allows you to reduce flocculant consump-

tion, ensure faster settlement, and minimize your thickening 

area. Like all our thickeners, its key strength lies in combining a 

superior volumetric capacity with faster thickening rates.

The market’s widest range of choices
More than just offering the broadest range of equipment, we take 

pride in rethinking the typical continuous process approach of 

thickening and vacuum filtration. Often, this means a total pro-

cess redesign where fine and coarse fractions are handled sepa-

rately – each with the right equipment for the job. The result is the 

best of all worlds: higher capacity with lower residual moisture, 

and therefore lower energy costs along with a significantly smaller 

footprint. It’s this comprehensive approach to potash deliquoring 

that keeps our customers ahead of tomorrow’s challenges.  

As populations rise and agricultural land becomes increasingly scarce, global demand  
continues to rise for potash – one of the main compounds in agricultural fertilizers.
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High-capacity tailings dewatering 
A success by any measure

“No solution on the market can 
match our latest disc filters in 

terms of sheer scale, or with such 
high filtration rates. This gives 

our customers a major boost to 
their tailings capacity and brine 
yield, with nearly one-third less 

downtime.”  

ANDRITZ SEPARATION
APPLICATION MANAGER POTASH

In South America, a major global minerals processor had reached an insurmount-
able bottleneck. Despite sitting atop one of the world’s richest brine sources, the 
company was limited by its tailings dewatering capacity. Too little saturated brine 
meant no new thickening resources, and no more growth for a highly profitable 
business in potassium chloride.

Removing the bottleneck, once and for all
To free up more tailings liquids for recirculation, the facility need-

ed a completely new solution. One that would deliquor signifi-

cantly more tailings to unleash a new, steady supply of liquids. 

Having recently installed an innovative new technology in tailings 

treatment, we knew we had just the right solution: a pair of newly 

developed disc filters with large disc diameters for the highest 

possible filtration rates. This would be the first such installation in 

South America, and only the second of its kind in the world. 

Unleashing new profit streams
Thanks to this innovative approach, the plant has achieved not 

just 135 t/h in additional brine yield, but also a full 300,000 t/y of 

new production capacity as a result. This allows for a more flexi-

ble operation with substantially lower production costs. More re-

markably, the entire tailings treatment process has now reduced 

downtime by as much as 30%. With figures like these, it’s clear 

that a complete return on investment won’t be far behind.

Triple disc filter station Ponds for brine saturation

300,000 t/y
IN INCREASED 

CAPACITY 30%
LESS DOWNTIME

135 t/h
IN INCREASED  
BRINE YIELD
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Efficient, low-cost dry processing 
Our dry processing solutions are recognized around the world 

for their reliably low cost of operation. Compared with additional 

screening, our fluidized bed classifier not only removes more fine 

particles than with additional screening – it does so more efficient-

ly and with a significantly smaller footprint. Its full metal, primarily 

carbon steel construction ensures robust performance. For fur-

ther conditioning, a high-capacity fluidized bed conditioner with 

throughput up to 1,000 t/h can be installed to ensure significant 

improvements in electrostatic separation efficiency within the 

ESTA process. 

High-purity wet processing 
To help you boost product purity, we supply fluidized bed dryer 

and cooler technologies that give you a wide range of process flex-

ibility. Hot drying gas, for instance, can be generated by natural 

gas or diesel, and exhaust air can be dedusted either by bag house 

filter or wet scrubber. In any configuration, our fluidized bed dry-

er allows you to handle capacities in excess of 300 t/h, all with-

in a minimal footprint enabled by drying air up to temperatures of 

650° C. The full metal construction in specially developed heat- 

and corrosion-resistant metal makes it possible to handle these 

extreme temperatures while ensuring non-stop performance for 

years to come.

Integrated thermal process solutions  
for separation, drying, and cooling 

Whatever the chemical composition of your deposits, and whatever final purity you 
aim to achieve, we provide just the right dry or wet processing solution to meet your 
needs. All based on more than 40 years’ experience in fluidized bed technologies for 
potash, including installations for every major potash producer worldwide.

Fluidized bed classifier DDC
n  Removes fine particles from granulated pot-

ash that could not be removed by screening

n  Smaller footprint than alternative additional 
screens

Fluidized bed dryer DDC
n  Up to 30 m2 working area

n  Up to 375 t/h in a single line

n  Less thermal energy consumption than 
drum dryer

n  Plug flow characteristic for uniform 
retention time and drying of the product

n  Fast control response on feed fluctu-
ations

Fluidized bed conditioner HDC
n  Applied within the ESTA process, before the 

electrostatic separators, to improve efficiency 
of electrostatic separation

n  Steam-supplied heat exchangers in the 
fluidized layer enable high heat transfer rates 
with small equipment sizes, for capacities up 
to 1,000 t/h

Fluidized bed cooler HDC
n  Removal of fines by classification effect

n  Minimum of exhaust air by use of water 
cooled in bed heat exchangers

n  Up to 375 t/h capacity in one line

n  Low required height for installation

n  Inbed heat exchangers for small foot-
print and low exhaust air volume

CLASSIFICATION DRYINGCONDITIONING COOLING
ESTA PROCESS

ELECTROSTATIC SEPARATOR

Integrated 
process solutions 
To optimize your potash production, 

we offer complete integrated solutions 

for drying and cooling. This means 

that, in addition to stand-alone fluid-

ized bed dryers, for example, we pro-

vide complete fluidized bed systems 

equipped with intake and exhaust air 

installation, intermediate product han-

dling and conveying as well as elec-

tro-technical installation and related 

control systems. The aim is to ensure 

a consistent, sustainable supply of 

potash – with maximum availability 

and productivity.

>100
INSTALLED FLUIDIZED

BED SYSTEMS

UP TO

650° C
DRYING AIR

TEMPERATURE

FREE-FLOWING
END PRODUCT

DRY PROCESSING:  
CLASSIFICATION AND CONDITIONING 

WET PROCESSING:  
DRYING AND COOLING

MECHANICAL DEWATERING:
WET SOLIDS

DRY SOLIDS

ANDRITZ Fluidized bed dryer for  
up to 250 t/h d.s. capacity of KCl
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Optimized glazing 
technologies for added product value

Drying? Polishing? Or classification? When it comes to achieving just the right product 
for the market, sometimes compacting just won’t suffice. This is where our seamless 
lineup of glazing technologies comes in – to ensure your end product is dust-free, easily 
handled, and perfectly refined with the lowest possible energy consumption.

When compaction alone isn’t enough, we provide a full range of 

after-treatment solutions to ensure your end product is precisely 

what the market demands. Depending on the grade of potash, 

this could include fluidized bed heaters, roasters, classifiers, 

high- and low-temperature dryers and coolers, and more.

The sharp breaking edges generated by crushing within the com-

paction process are smoothed off by rewetting the particles in a 

rotating drum or double-shaft mixer. After this, they are dried and 

polished in a fluidized bed glazer to obtain a dust-free granulate 

which can be easily handled.

In most cases, this means applying minimal thermal energy to 

your granulate with our stationary fluidized bed dryer. For cus-

tomized applications, we can also configure vibrated solutions, 

combined dryer/coolers, or – for the hardest surface – high-heat 

dryers with separate cooling beds. It’s all up to you – and your 

customers – to decide where the true value lies. 

Fluidized bed  
heater DDC/HDC
n  To be applied if temperature of 

potash feed to the compaction 
process is too low for optimal 
compaction results

High-temperature  
fluidized bed dryer DDC and 
fluidized bed cooler DDC
n  For fluidized glazing/drying at 

higher product temperatures 
(>150° C), after which the prod-
uct is cooled in a separate fluid 
bed cooler

n  Separate dryer and cooler can 
be individually optimized with-
out compromises in machine 
geometry

Stationary fluidized bed 
dryer/cooler DDC
n  For low-temperature (<100° C) 

glazing with limited feed 
parameters and final moisture 
content <0.2% wt

n  Lower investment costs com-
pared with two separate units

n  Less maintenance due to sta-
tionary equipment

n  Low thermal energy consump-
tion at acceptable final moisture

Fluidized bed  
roaster DDC
n  When the concentration of 

additives from the upstream 
flotation process is too high 
within the potash feed to the 
compaction process, those 
additives are “roasted off” at 
higher potash temperatures in a 
fluidized bed roaster to achieve 
optimal operation of the down-
stream process.

n  High-temperature design (up 
to 650° C hot air) allows for 
smaller machine footprint

Vibrating dryer/cooler 
VDC
n  Vibrating design allows for shal-

low bed with uniform particle 
retention time

n  Partial heat recovery is optional 
by recirculation of cooling 
exhaust air

PREPARATION FOR COMPACTING FLUID BED GLAZING

CLASSIFICATION (OPTIONAL
REMOVAL OF FINES) 

Fluidized  
bed classifier DDC
n  Removes fine particles from 

granulated potash that could 
not be removed by screening

n  Smaller footprint than alterna-
tive additional screens

Moisturing drum or double 
shaft mixer
n  Typically a third-party equip-

ment for partial dissolving of 
the surface of the compacted 
potash

n  Can be integrated and delivered 
by ANDRITZ SEPARATION, 
together with the downstream 
fluidized bed glazer

360 t/h
IN A SINGLE  

GLAZING LINE
DUST-FREE  

GRANULATE WITH  
HARDENED  
SURFACE

WIDE  
PORTFOLIO  
RANGE FOR  
TAILORED  

SOLUTIONS

COMPACTING, CRUSHING
 & SCREENING

MOISTURIZING
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Local support
Responsive local service 

centers and field 
service technicians

OEM spare parts
Wear and spare parts from 

OEMs or in OEM quality 
in local inventories

Repairs & upgrades
Optimization of machine  

and process performance,  
repair work, retrofitting,  

and modernization

Service agreements
Preventive maintenance, from 

contracts for spare parts,  
maintenance, inspections,  
and repairs to upgrades  

and operation

Second-hand  
& rentals 

Certified second-hand 
and rental machines

Automation
Automation tools to improve 

processes and plants,  
both technically and  

economically

Training 
Operator training and tailored 
seminars for operating and 

maintenance personnel

Need to optimize your process? Boost availability?  
Ensure non-stop productivity? When you work with 
ANDRITZ SEPARATION, you gain access to one of the 
world’s largest OEM manufacturers for solid/liquid sepa-
ration. Put our in-depth knowledge of separation equip-
ment and processing to work for you.

Put 150 years of
OEM experience
to work

Vast experience through large installed base
With an installed global base of more than 55,000 solid/liquid sepa-

ration solutions and systems, you can imagine that we take service  

seriously. Wherever these customers are located, we work very closely 

with them to maximize uptime and boost efficiency. 

Well-known OEM brands
Some customers know us as the people with ANDRITZ SEPARATION 

on our overalls. Others have come to understand that we are the OEM  

behind former brand names like Netzsch Filtration, 3Sys Technologies, 

Bird, KHD Humboldt Wedag, Rittershaus & Blecher, Guinard, Lenser,  

KMPT, Escher Wyss, Royal GMF Gouda, Frau tech, Vandenbroek and 

Sprout Bauer, companies who all have been acquired by ANDRITZ. But 

frankly, we are capable of servicing and supplying spare parts for nearly all 

brands of solid/liquid separation equipment on the market.

Local support backed by global expertise
Our service philosophy is simple: One phone call, one contact person, one 

dedicated team that speaks your language and knows your equipment and 

process. This is not an empty promise. It is backed by a network of 550 ser-

vice specialists for solid/liquid separation equipment and systems as well 

as service centers all around the world.

A true full-service provider
Whether you need spare parts, rentals, local service, repairs, upgrades, or 

modernization of your equipment, ANDRITZ SEPARATION is a 360-degree 

service partner. From initial consulting through to service agreements, plant 

optimization, automation, and training programs, we are always looking for 

ways to minimize downtime and increase predictability in operations while 

raising your overall production efficiency. In short, we’ve got you covered. 
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Where do you  
want to go TOMORROW?

Now you’ve seen how ANDRITZ SEPARATION 
can improve your separations process: More 
than 2,000 solid/liquid separation experts and a 
range of reliable, innovative systems, all backed 
by a 150-year track record.

In addition, we can provide solutions for other 
organic and inorganic fertilizers, like potassium 
sulfate, phosphates, potassium nitrate, ammo-
nium sulfate, urea, and more.

Let’s sit down and see how our separation ex-
pertise can contribute to your success. To find 
out more, please contact us today.
www.andritz.com/separation
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AFRICA
ANDRITZ Delkor (Pty) Ltd.
Phone: +27 (11) 012 7300
Fax: +27 (86) 636 2122
separation.za@andritz.com

ASIA
ANDRITZ Singapore Pte. Ltd.
Phone: +65 (6512) 1800
Fax: +65 (6863) 4482
separation.sg@andritz.com

AUSTRALIA
ANDRITZ Pty. Ltd.
Phone: +61 (3) 8773 4888
Fax: +61 (3) 8773 4899
separation.au@andritz.com

CHINA
ANDRITZ (China) Ltd.
Phone: +86 (757) 6663 3419
Fax: +86 (757) 6663 3448
separation.cn@andritz.com

EUROPE
ANDRITZ AG
Phone: +43 (316) 6902 2318
Fax: +43 (316) 6902 92318 
separation@andritz.com

NORTH AMERICA
ANDRITZ SEPARATION Inc.
Phone: +1 (817) 465 5611
Fax: +1 (817) 468 3961
separation.us@andritz.com

SOUTH AMERICA
ANDRITZ SEPARATION Ltda.
Phone: +55 (47) 3387 9110
Fax: +55 (47) 3387 9103
separation.bra@andritz.com

RUSSIA
ANDRITZ AG  
Phone: +7 (495) 980 23 27
Fax: +7 (495) 980 23 27
separation.ru@andritz.com

www.andritz.com

M I N I N G  &  
M I N E R A L S


